A simpler and faster technique for depth estimation, based on phase measurements of disparity, is presented. The technique provides direct evaluations of phase differences, avoids explicit calculations of single phases and the attendant problem of phase wrapping, and is suitable for efficient software and hardware implementations.
Introduction
Binocular depth perception, that is the capability of estimating the distances of the scene's objects from the observer that looks at the scene from two slightly different vantage (view) points, has important implications in many real-world visual application domains, such as autonomous robot navigation and grasping tasks. This problem has been tackled using various approaches based, in general, on the comparison of the image pairs taken from the left and right views of a (binocular) stereo system [1] . In contrast, to feature correspondence and correlation techniques, in the last decade a phase-based approach has been proposed [2] [3] as an interesting alternative, mainly because of the locality of its operations (because of its robustness, its biological motivation), and of the resulting dense depth maps (it provides). This approach relies upon the fact that the depth information from the band-passed versions of the left and right raw images can be related to the local phase difference between them.
However, because of the phase periodicity, specific devices must be used to bring down the phase difference in the (−π, π] range and to avoid the otherwise attendant wrap-around error in depth estimation. In this letter, we present a technique that provides a direct measure of the phase difference, thus avoiding the explicit computation of local phases. It is computationally less expensive than the modulo 2π phase manipulations required by conventional techniques.
Phase-based stereopsis
Depth perception derives from the differences in the positions of corresponding points in the stereo image pair projected on the two retinas of a binocular system. In a first approximation, the positions of corresponding points are related by a 1-D shift, the disparity, along the direction of the epipolar lines. Formally, the left and right intensity patterns observed by the two eyes, respectively I L (x) and I R (x), result related as: 
where k 0 is the peak frequency of the filter and σ determines its spatial extension.
The resulting convolutions can be expressed as
, where ρ(x) and φ(x) denote their amplitude and phase components, and C(x) and S(x) are the responses of the quadrature filter pair. Binocular disparity is related to the phase difference by [3] :
where
, with φ x spatial derivative of phase φ, is the average spatial frequency of the bandpass signal observed at point x, that only under a linear phase model can be approximated by k 0 ; and where · 2π denotes the principal part of its argument, i.e., · 2π ∈ (−π, π] (see Fig. 1 ).
Direct phase difference calculation
It is worthy to note that in Eq. 1 what is important is the phase difference: the disparity estimation does not require the explicit calculation of left and right phase.
Therefore, we can compute directly such a difference in the complex plane using the following identities:
where Q * denotes complex conjugate of Q.
This formulation is computationally simple, because it is composed primarily of algebraic combinations of the filter outputs. Moreover, it embeds the calculation of the principal part of phase differences, without explicit manipulations of the two phases of the left and right images. In this way, it takes into account the periodicity of the phase without incurring in the "wrapping" effects on the resulting depth map (see Fig. 1 ).
Furthermore, following [5] , with reference to the expression of the average spatial frequency, to eliminate the need for an explicit calculation of phases and, consequently, the problems arising from phase unwrapping, we use the identities:
where Q x , C x , S x are the spatial derivatives of Q, C, S.
Results
The performances of the proposed technique to recover the depth from phase information are compared (see Fig. 2 ) with those of a conventional technique, for which we consider the following algorithmic steps to implement the wrap-around compensation where mod(·,·) denotes the signed remainder after division of the first argument by the second one, and sign(·) is the signum function.
Both the conventional and the proposed have been tested on the 128× 128 random dot stereogram pair shown in Fig. 2A . Note that the simple difference of phases, that can be obtained through inverse trigonometric functions in the conventional approach, does not provide reliable information about the disparities in the image (see Fig. 2C ). Further processing is necessary in the conventional technique to obtain results comparable to those of our technique (see Fig. 2D ). The computations and the data flows involved in our technique are simpler and cheaper than those employed by a conventional approach, thus resulting more convenient and suitable for both software or hardware implementation.
Moreover, we tested our technique on real-world images. Fig. 3 shows a 233×233
stereo pair of a real scene together with the recovered depth map.
The simulations on both synthetic and real-world image sequences yield to excellent performances, resulting in correct discrimination between nearby and distant objects in the scenes. Points where phase information are unreliable are discarded according to a confidence measure that is related to the local energy of the quadrature filter pair output [3] .
Discussion
The assets of our technique can be considered respect to both computations and implementation.
From a computational point of view, our technique is less CPU-intensive than a conventional technique. If we compared the two techniques using the built-in functions provided by MATLAB 5.3, we observed that our technique requires about half floating point operations to obtain a depth map with the same degree of reliability.
From a implementation point of view, our technique better suits hardware realization, since the procedure is based on simple operations (i.e., algebraic operations) and only one inverse trigonometric function on the outputs of a filtering stage that can be directly implemented in analog VLSI, as demonstrated by recent prototypes of our group [6] . 
